627.9 C686 v. 1-2 collection of pamphlets on lighthouses, from 1830-40s
theme of rock in the trilogy: see lighthouses  
(Mrs. Wolf)

guidebook to historic lighthouses?

anything on stone masons?

" " Bell Rock?

Memo, R.W. Scottish Lighthouses (1979)  UK 1061.M8

Quarry: HD 8039 M 65752  Memo, Quarrymen & Saltworkers
  Samuel, Raphael

see also: Bell Rock photocopies made at St. A
R. L. Stevenson, Letters & Miscellies

p. 273 - "artificers" from Arbroath go S to Bell Rock

(p. 267: B Rock "11 mi. from Arbroath ... of months T. Tay B. Firth,"

276 - workmen begin boring holes, smith picks spot for forge

313 - work on. rock-mg. pick work for metal

318 - stone-cutters at Arbroath working on rock by Mylnefield quarry

- lot stone laid for lighthouse: delm, "May. Great Arch't of Univer

333 - lighthouse stones are granite complete of lobbies bears some 450,"

357 - " 102½' high

- have Angus read 3mo 5'son bit? (in Mont?)